The House Pensions, Investments and Finance Committee voted out several bills last week that would benefit TSTA retirees.

HB 1585 by Lambert: the TRS sunset bill;

HB 2022 by Darby: would provide one-time re-enrollment in TRS-Care for certain participants;

HB 2109 by Wu: would ease return-to-work penalties for TRS retirees;

HB 3207 by Herrero: would add clarity to return-to-work issues in disaster areas;

HB 3214 by Capriglione: would provide to a cost-of-living increase for TRS retirees; and

HB 3507 by Rogers: would provide a supplemental payment for TRS retirees.

The bills are now in the Calendars committee and awaiting scheduling for debate by the full House.